Chapter 7: Hammering Out a Federal Republic Part 1 Page 214-234

Preread:
- Read the Chapter Title
- **What will be talked about in this chapter?**
- Read- Identify the Big Idea on Pg 214. You will answer this question at the end of these notes.
- **Look at the picture on pg 215. What symbolism is shown here?**
- Skim and Scan rest of the chapter- Be sure to pay attention to section headings, subheadings, maps, illustrations.

Read: Now read the chapter start to finish without stopping or writing. Just read it! As you read you should mentally be:
  - Questioning ideas
  - Clarifying concepts
  - Summarizing information
  - Predicting next steps

Post Reading: Answer the following questions
The Political Crisis of the 1790’s:
- President=
- Vice-President=
- Secretary of State=
- Secretary of Treasury=
- Secretary of War=
- Together these three were known as Washington’s=

What was the major goal of the **Judiciary Act of 1789**?

What did the **Bill of Rights** add to the Constitution in 1791?
- 3 Examples? - - -

Describe the personality of **Alexander Hamilton**=

Hamilton’s Financial plan had three parts:
- 1)
- 2)
- 3)
1a) What was the positive of Hamilton’s **Redemption** plan?

The negative?
1b) What was the positive of his Assumption plan?
   The negative?
   **How did he ensure southern votes for this plan?**

2) What was the goal of the Bank of the United States?
   What was Jefferson/Madison’s argument against the Bank?

   Strict Interpretation=
   Loose Interpretation=

   Who won the argument?

3) What is a tariff?
   What did Hamilton need from these taxes?

   What were the two different political factions that arose by 1793:
   a) ___________________  b) ___________________
   Leaders: ___________________ Leaders: ___________________

   What was Jefferson’s Agrarian Vision for America?

   How did President Washington react to the French Revolution?

   Positives of French Revolution in America:

   Negatives of French Revolution in America:

   Whiskey Rebellion:

   How did this relate directly to events in France?

   Did the Federal Government prove it’s worth here?

   By 1793, how was America “Stuck in the Middle” of Britain and France?

   Jay’s Treaty:

   Why was the treaty considered Pro-Britain?

   How did the Haitian Revolution affect America?
   Reaction to Slavery by President:
   Washington:
   Adams:
   Jefferson:
Major Political Beliefs/Followers:

**Federalists**

**Republicans**

Result of 1796 elections:

How did the *XYZ affair* turn America against France?

How did the Democratic Republicans react to the Adam’s Presidency?

What did the Federalists pass into law as a response?

- **Naturalization Act:**
- **Alien Act:**
- **Sedition Act:**

How did the Federalists use these laws?

How did Jefferson and Madison respond?

Major details of the *Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions*:

Candidates in the election of 1800:

Federalist: Republican:

Who won and why?

**BIG QUESTION:**
Why is this commonly called the *Revolution of 1800*?